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Ariel Fund &
Ariel Appreciation Fund
M UCH A D O
Performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. All
performance stated in this document assumes the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains and represents returns of the
Investor Class shares. We caution shareholders that we can never predict or assure future returns on investments. The
investment return and principal value of an investment with our Funds will fluctuate over time so that your shares, when
redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance data quoted. Click the following links for the annual expense ratios and standardized performance current to
the most recent quarter and month end periods for Ariel Fund and Ariel Appreciation Fund.

DEAR FELLOW SHAREHOLDER:
For the first quarter ended March 31, 2014, Ariel Fund fell
–0.99% during a time when its primary benchmark, the
Russell 2500 Value Index, gained +3.52% and the Russell
2000 Value Index rose +1.78%. Ariel Appreciation Fund’s
–0.95% loss paled in comparison to the robust +5.22% gain
for the Russell Midcap Value Index and +3.53% rise of the
Russell Midcap Index. Keep in mind, 2013 was a strong
performance year for our Funds before this reversal, which
we discuss below in detail. Specifically, Ariel Fund surged
+44.68%, topping the Russell 2500 Value Index’s +33.32%
gain, and the Russell 2000 Value Index’s +34.52% rise.
Meanwhile, Ariel Appreciation Fund leapt +46.21%,
outdistancing the Russell Midcap Value Index’s +33.46%
return and the Russell Midcap Index’s +34.76% move.
A Wall Street Journal headline characterized overall market
returns as “A Restrained Start to 2014.”1 Our small losses
accentuate this point. Not to mention, the striking similarity
in the Funds’ returns underscores a style-driven result.

Before we drill down on the most recent quarter’s returns,
we would be remiss if we failed to mention that, after the
worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, the market
hit bottom almost exactly five years ago. Since March 31,
2009, our flagship Ariel Fund ranked number one in the
Morningstar Mid-Cap Blend category out of 311 funds that
have been in existence over the 60-month period.* While
we are pleased with this outcome, we are even more
pleased Ariel Fund ranked number one in that same
Morningstar database since the Fund’s inception on
November 6, 1986—the longer time frame being more
statistically significant as a measure of skill over luck. Also
worth noting, only 11 Mid-Cap Blend funds have track
records dating back as far.
MUCH ADO
According to Institutional Investor, “William Shakespeare’s
Macbeth once observed that life is ‘full of sound and fury,
signifying nothing.’”2 That’s how we feel about the first three
months of 2014. More specifically, our post mortem on the

* Past performance does not guarantee future results. For the period ended March 31, 2014, the rankings of Ariel Fund for
the one-, five-, ten-year and since inception periods were 138 out of 390 funds, 1 out of 311 funds, 139 out of 192 funds
and 1 out of 11 funds, respectively, among Morningstar Mid-Cap Blend funds. Morningstar, Inc. is a nationally recognized
organization that reports performance and calculates rankings for mutual funds. Rankings are based on total returns.
Morningstar ranks each fund relative to all funds in the same category.
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quarter illustrates that most of our biggest winners last year
were our biggest losers this year—and yet, there was little in
the way of meaningful news to drive this outcome. For
example, the top-10 performers in Ariel Fund in 2013
posted one-year gains ranging from Graham Holdings Co.
(GHC), which surged +81.6%, on the high end to Lazard
Ltd (LAZ), which gained +51.9%, on the low end. By
contrast, the first quarter of 2014 exhibited a distinct
reversal of fortune, whereby eight of those same top-10
performers experienced an average drop of –8.0% for the
period, with losses ranging from –19.1% to –0.6%. The
returns of Ariel Appreciation Fund’s holdings are similar. In
2013 its top stock, Towers Watson (TW), surged a whopping
+127.0%. The tenth best performer, City National Corp.
(CYN), racked up a +60.0% return. Meanwhile, seven of
last year’s top-10 mid-cap performers have fallen on average
–4.9% through March 31, with Towers Watson coming in at
the bottom of the pack with a –10.6% first quarter loss.
Typically, underperformance results from deteriorating
fundamentals, which often comes in the form of negative
earnings revisions. As we look into 2014 and beyond, we are
actually quite optimistic about our portfolios precisely
because the reversal of some of our best performers is not
supported by weakening fundamentals. For example, in Ariel
Fund, Gannett Co., Inc. (GCI) had its earnings revised down
just –1% during the quarter, yet the stock fell –6.7% over
the period. Mohawk Industries, Inc. (MHK) experienced the
same negligible revision, but its shares experienced an even
worse outcome, dropping –8.7%. In Ariel Appreciation
Fund, CBS Corp. (CBS) had no earnings revision at all, but
the stock still fell –3.0%.

“…most of our biggest winners last
year were our biggest losers this
year—and yet, there was little in
the way of meaningful news to
drive this outcome.”
We will be the first to admit that all is not perfect in our
portfolios; just like baseball batting averages, it never is. Take
the worst revision among Ariel Fund’s top performers last
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year, Dun & Bradstreet Corp. (DNB). In 2013, DNB was up
+56.1%. In the first quarter, consensus expectations for the
company’s 2014 earnings were revised down –11.0%. The
stock plummeted –19.1%, a painful outcome for sure. That
said, we believe the new CEO’s cloud-based strategy,
coupled with investment spending aimed at long-term
growth should reward investors over time. Another stock
that was problematic is slot machine manufacturer,
International Game Technology (IGT), which fell –22.6% this
year and is the worst-performing company in both funds.
During a time of industry-wide compression, a bumpy
acquisition integration, poor stock buy-back timing and
eroding market share have led to a rough-and-tumble period
for IGT. Despite these meaningful headwinds, we believe the
business remains a good one, even as management’s recent
actions have tried our patience.

“…we are actually quite optimistic
about our portfolios precisely
because the reversal of some
of our best performers is not
supported by weakening
fundamentals.”
It is important to note that in keeping with our contrarian
approach, we pared back our exposure to certain big
winners as their stock prices soared in recent years. Mind
you, when we sell after a stock runs hard, we do not sell
haphazardly or automatically. Rather, we carefully examine
our original thesis, thoroughly update our financial models
based on new information and rigorously debate its future
prospects. When we believe the gap between value and
price has disappeared, we liquidate; when we think it has
narrowed, we pare back. We have recently liquidated a few
stocks and pared back on a larger number, but remain keen
on the prospects of the great franchises we still own, many
of which are moderately cheap rather than breathtaking
bargains. Note, however, that we have added to other
positions where we thought the difference between value
and price had expanded or remained wide.
We will end this letter by comparing our own activities to

what we think happened to some of our stocks during the
quarter. When stocks we know well sell off on minor news
(or no news!), we consider it a conundrum. As you know,
we believe behavioral economics explains many market
mysteries, so we offer a possible explanation for what we
have described in detail above. One of the more arcane
topics in behavioral finance is the disposition effect, first
identified by Hersh Shefrin and Meir Statman in 1985. The
disposition effect is the tendency for investors to sell rising
securities too soon and to hold assets that fall too long.
Those falling prey to this inclination often say they are
“capturing profits” or “cashing in their chips,” which is fine if
they are using careful analysis. Those simply selling based on
price are ignoring half of the equation: value. Ultimately we
think many investors who owned 2013’s hottest stocks
simply sold, even when they lacked a truly solid rationale to
do so. People tend to think of market returns in calendar
years, so it makes sense that the disposition effect would
kick in during the first quarter following a torrid market year
such as 2013. We know of no other way to rigorously test
our thesis, but we find it a reasonable explanation for actions
that strike us as unwarranted.

maintains a leading market position in an industry that
continues to show promising growth potential due to
technological advances, aging demographics, health-care cost
containment, and preventative medicine. LabCorp maintains
a solid balance sheet, generates a significant amount of free
cash flow, and has been returning value to shareholders
through share repurchases. The company operates with an
experienced management team that is conservative yet
willing to take slight risks in order to grow the business
long-term. We did not eliminate any positions this quarter.
We also purchased LabCorp in Ariel Appreciation Fund and
exited our position in Apollo Education Group, Inc. (APOL)
in order to pursue more compelling opportunities.
As always, we appreciate the opportunity to serve you and
welcome any questions or comments you might have. You
can also contact us directly at email@arielinvestments.com.
Sincerely,

John W. Rogers, Jr. 		
Chairman and CEO 		

“Ultimately we think many investors
who owned 2013’s hottest stocks
simply sold, even when they lacked
a truly solid rationale to do so.”

Mellody Hobson
President

MORNINGSTAR INVESTMENT CONFERENCE
John W. Rogers, Jr. will discuss wide moat investing at
this year’s Morningstar Investment Conference in
Chicago. If you have registered to attend, please join
him on June 19 at 1:40pm and again at 2:40pm. Then
stop by and meet John at the Ariel booth #322 from
3:30-4:30pm. We hope to see you there.

PORTFOLIO COMINGS AND GOINGS
During the quarter we added two new positions to Ariel
Fund. We purchased Bally Technologies Inc. (BYI) in our
small/mid cap value fund. With an estimated $1.2 billion in
fiscal year 2014 revenues, Bally Technologies has become
one of the larger gaming equipment and systems companies
in the world. At this time, we believe the investment
community is too focused on what we consider to be
short-term issues, such as disappointing attendance and play
at regional casino operators. We are confident that Bally is
poised to benefit from gaming growth, both domestically and
internationally. We also added a previous Ariel holding,
Laboratory Corp. of America Holdings (LH). LabCorp
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The Wall Street Journal, April 7, 2014, page R2.
Institutional Investor, December 2012/January 2013, page 78.
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Investing in small and mid-cap stocks is more risky and more volatile than investing in large cap stocks. The intrinsic value of
the stocks in which the Funds invest may never be recognized by the broader market. Ariel Fund and Ariel Appreciation
Fund concentrate a significant portion of their assets in the financial services and consumer discretionary sectors and their
performance may suffer if these sectors underperform the overall stock market.
This commentary candidly discusses a number of individual companies. These opinions are current as of the date of this
commentary, but are subject to change. The information provided in this letter is not reasonably sufficient upon which to
base an investment decision and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell a particular security.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance
of other portfolio holdings of Ariel Fund, Ariel Appreciation Fund or of the performance of the Funds. Click here for the
most recent holdings for Ariel Fund and Ariel Appreciation Fund.
The Russell 2000® Value Index measures the performance of the small-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. It
includes those Russell 2000 companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell
2500TM Value Index measures the performance of the small to mid-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. It includes
those Russell 2500 companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell Midcap®
Value Index measures the performance of the mid-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. It includes those Russell
Midcap Index companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The Russell Midcap® Index
measures the performance of the mid-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell Midcap Index is a subset of the
Russell 1000® Index. It includes approximately 800 of the smallest securities based on a combination of their market cap and
current index membership. The Russell Midcap Index represents approximately 27% of the total market capitalization of the
Russell 1000 companies. Russell® is a trademark of Russell Investment Group, which is the source and owner of the Russell
Indexes’ trademarks, service marks and copyrights. The S&P 500® Index is the most widely accepted barometer of the
market. It includes 500 blue chip, large cap stocks, which together represent about 75% of the total U.S. equities market.
Investors should consider carefully the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before investing. For a current
summary prospectus or full prospectus which contains this and other information about the Funds offered by Ariel Investment Trust,
call us at 800-292-7435 or click here. Please read the summary prospectus or full prospectus carefully before investing. Distributed
by Ariel Distributors, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ariel Investments, LLC.
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